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Abstract
Special educators frequently provide consultation for parents and general education
teachers who are struggling to manage student behavior. One intervention often discussed
is the use of rewards to increase student motivation. While research has shown that welldesigned incentive systems can provide an effective intervention, poorly designed systems are often ineffective, and can be counter-productive. Unfortunately, the special educator is often placed in the position of having to critique and try to improve poorly designed incentive systems. The author uses a mnemonic formed from the letters in the
word ‘incentive’ to propose a quick, research-based method for evaluating incentive systems. The mnemonic provides a useful tool to use when consulting with parents and general educators. Referring to the mnemonic can help when critiquing existing systems, and
sharing the mnemonic can help others learn how to create more effective incentive systems in the future.
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Michael has AD/HD and a behavior
years, she had a self-contained classroom, but
disorder. He spends most of his day in a gena growing emphasis on inclusion has resulted
eral education classroom. His general educain most of her students now spending some or
tion teacher, Mrs. Jones, is concerned beall of the day in the general education classcause in class Michael freroom. Increasingly, Kelly’s role
quently blurts out answers, even
is becoming that of consultant,
though students are expected to
The special educasupporting parents and helping
raise their hands. Mrs. Jones
other teachers create an optimal
tion teacher needs
says she has to remind Michael
learning environment for stuto provide feedback
at least seven times each day to
dents in their classrooms who
to the teacher, but
sit quietly in his seat. She is a
have special needs. Kelly
without damaging
committed teacher who wants to
knows that research supports
the relationship she
help Michael, and proudly
the use of incentives as an efhas established with
shares with the special educafective way to motivate relucthis individual.
tion teacher an incentive system
tant learners (Cameron &
she has developed for Michael.
Pierce, 1994; Chance, 1992;
“I’m going to write the word ‘SURPRISE’ on
Marzano, Pickering & Pollock, 2001). Howa sheet of paper, and promise him a surprise
ever, she also knows that, to be effective, an
if he keeps at least an ‘S’ by the end of the
incentive system must be well designed.
week. I’ll watch him during class, and if he’s
Poorly designed or implemented systems are
quiet, I’ll leave the letters there. But if there’s
generally ineffective, and studies have shown
a problem, I’ll erase one letter. If he still has
they can actually be counter-productive
an “S” on Friday, I’ll give him a surprise,
(Deci, 1971; Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett,
like a nice pencil or an eraser.”
1973).
Kelly is concerned because the incenRewards such as those described
tive system described above is not likely to be
above are increasingly prevalent in today’s
effective. Kelly needs to provide feedback to
schools. In many classrooms, teachers offer
the teacher, but without damaging the relaextra credit projects and bonus points in an
tionship she has established with this individeffort to motivate struggling learners. Pizza
ual. She decides to share a mnemonic created
parties, movies, and parking permits entice
from the letters in the word “INCENTIVE”
students to study or behave appropriately. In
(see Fig. 1) that she has found helpful in criKansas City, students have been paid for good
tiquing her own incentive systems. Mnemongrades and attendance with gift cards worth
ics provide a simple, research-based method
up to $150 (Kumar, 2004). Professionals urge
for remembering information (Bos & Vaughn,
parents to use incentives (American Academy
2006; Lenz & Deshler, 2004; Mastropieri &
of Pediatrics, 2001; Goodman & Gurian,
Scruggs, 1991; Stronge, Tucker & Hindman,
2004).
2004; Wolfe, 2001). By sharing the tool she
Special education teachers frequently
uses to evaluate her own incentive systems,
develop incentive systems to help motivate
Kelly hopes to improve the intervention oftheir students. They also consult with parents
fered to Michael. At the same time, she beand other teachers who work with their stulieves the mnemonic will help Michael’s
dents. Kelly Miller is the special education
teacher who works with Michael. In previous
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teacher develop her own ability to design
more effective incentive systems in the future.

havior. However, simply offering him an incentive will probably not be sufficient. He
will probably also need cues or other supports
to help him remember the hand-raising rule.
Mrs. Jones decides to begin each instructional
period with a brief review of behavior expectations and then provide cues throughout the
period. In addition to this instructional support, she will use an incentive system to boost
Michael’s motivation.

I = Incentive or Instruction?
Does the child need an incentive to
boost motivation, instructional assistance, or
both?
Offering a reward is not an appropriate intervention in every situation. The purpose of an incentive is to increase motivation.
Often children struggle, not because they lack
motivation, but because they lack the prereqN = Not Negative
uisite skills necessary for success. Before imDoes the incentive system focus on
plementing an incentive system, it is imporpositive behavior rather than negative behavtant to assess the child’s skills and, if instrucior?
tional assistance is needed, create a plan to
Research and best practice both sugprovide it.
gest that an incentive system that rewards apOn the other hand, sometimes a
propriate behavior is preferable to one that
child’s motivation needs a boost. In the case
punishes inappropriate behavior (Kampwirth,
of Michael, who has AD/HD and is disrupting
1988; Martella, Nelson, & Marchandclass by blurting answers, it is probably very
Martella, 2003). The system that Mrs. Jones
difficult for him to wait for recoghas proposed involves writing the
nition before speaking. Students
letters in the word “SURPRISE,”
Negative
with learning disabilities, attention
then removing a letter each time
systems are
deficit disorder, or other physical
Michael misbehaves. This is an exproblematic
or mental disabilities often must
ample of a negative system, beexpend twice as much effort to
for several
cause the child is first given somecomplete the same task as their
thing, then parts are taken away for
reasons.
non-disabled peers. Offering these
misbehavior. Unfortunately, many
students an incentive can boost
of the incentive systems suggested
motivation and help them succeed.
in popular teacher literature are negative sysKelly explains to Mrs. Jones that,
tems. For example, stoplights are frequently
when thinking about using an incentive with a
recommended to indicate whether a child can
student, she asks herself whether the child has
participate in free time or other privileges.
the necessary skills to perform the desired
The child begins the day with a green light,
behavior. If the answer is no, then merely ofand as long as the child behaves, the light refering an incentive, without providing necesmains green. When the child misbehaves, the
sary skill development, will probably fail. On
light is moved to yellow, and then to red, and
the other hand, offering a reward while simulthe child loses the right to participate in some
taneously providing instructional support can
rewarding activity. Other common negative
be a powerful intervention. The two teachers
systems involve writing the child’s name on
agree that an incentive could help motivate
the board, and adding checkmarks as addiMichael to reduce some of his disruptive betional infractions occur.
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Kelly knows that negative systems are
Kelly uses the “N = Not Negative”
problematic for several reasons. First, their
portion of the mnemonic to explain to Mrs.
design requires the teacher to attend to inapJones why it is important to create a positive
propriate behavior, rather than helping the
system. She and Mrs. Jones agree that Michel
teacher recognize appropriate behavior. Studwill be more likely to succeed if the system
ies of effective classrooms suggest that teachhelps Mrs. Jones recognize his appropriate
ers should provide at least three times more
behavior. Kelly suggests that Mrs. Jones start
attention when students are behaving approwith a blank paper, and award Michael a letpriately, than the amount of attention proter after a specified time period if he has revided for inappropriate behavior (Sprick, Garmembered to raise his hand before commentrison & Howard, 1998). Kelly knows that
ing. Now that Mrs. Jones understands the raMichael will benefit from recognition when
tionale for using a more positive system, she
he controls his impulsive talk-outs. If Mrs.
is happy to make this change.
Jones walks over and erases a letter every
time he forgets, Kelly fears Michael will be
C = Criterion
embarrassed, and may eventually become so
How well does the child have to perfrustrated he stops trying. Such negative sysform to earn the reward? Does the criterion
tems may be especially counterproductive
shape the desired response?
with students from certain ethnic backWhen deciding what a child must do
grounds. Recent research with minority stuto earn a reward, it is important to start small
dents indicates that students from Arab,
and let the child experience initial success.
Asian, and Hispanic cultures respond more
Just as a trainer working with an aspiring
positively to quiet, private feedback than to
pole-vaulter will first set the bar low, then
more public correction such as writing names
gradually raise it as the young athlete beon the board or posting stoplights (Cheng,
comes more skillful, so too the initial crite1998; Lockwood & Secada,
rion for an incentive system
1999; Walqui, 2000). Kelly
should be set low, and gradususpects this caution is true
ally be raised as the child exA common failure is the
for all the students on her
periences success.
criterion is set too high.
caseload.
A common failure in
When selecting interincentive systems is that the
ventions, Kelly is also aware
criterion is set too high. Exthat the principle of least restrictive alternaperts caution that when a child cannot achieve
tive suggests that teachers must first try the
success, his behavior may actually deteriorate
least aversive procedure. More aversive pro(Alberto & Troutman, 1990; Walker & Shea,
cedures, such as response cost systems,
1999). In Michael’s case, the criterion has
should be used only as a last result after more
been set too high. Mrs. Jones says that she
positive interventions haven tried (Alberto &
currently reminds Michael seven times each
Troutman, 1990; Council for Exceptional
day to sit quietly in his seat, but the criterion
Children, 2003; Martella et al, 2003). The
she has set will allow him to blurt an answer
system Mrs. Jones suggested violates the
no more than seven times in the entire week.
principle of least restrictive alternative.
Kelly brainstorms with Mrs. Jones how they
might set a more realistic criterion for Mi-
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chael. One option they discuss is for Mrs.
Jones to initially award Michael a letter when
he talks out fewer than seven times in a day.
This, they believe, is a starting point where he
could be successful. However, they agree that
an even better strategy would be to devise a
system where Michael receives feedback
throughout the day. Mrs. Jones suggests that,
instead of waiting until the end of the day to
provide feedback, she could give Michael a
letter for every class period when he remembers to raise his hand. This is something he
has shown he can do, and so he can be successful and receive positive feedback for his
accomplishment. Using baseline data to determine a realistic criterion increases the
probability that the intervention will be successful.

things off the wall, or in other ways creating a
great disruption in the classroom.
In Michael’s example, the teacher
originally planned to erase a letter every time
Michael spoke without raising his hand, and
eventually modified this to giving Michael
letters when he remembers to raise his hand.
Awarding these letters should not take too
much time or be too difficult to implement.
However, Michael has a behavior disability. It
is possible he might become defiant or argumentative when told he did not earn the letter
for a given time period, so Mrs. Jones will be
sure to provide the feedback at a time that
will not disrupt ongoing instruction. Any system that takes too much time to implement, or
creates behavior problems in the classroom, is
not a useful system.

E = Easy
N = Never leave a child with nothing left to
Is the system easy to understand and
work for!
implement?
Is the system designed so the
An incentive system
child always has a reason to
should help improve behavior,
keep trying?
The best systems
not make life more difficult. If
The system Mrs. Jones
allow a small reexplaining or implementing the
originally designed for Michael
ward
for
expending
system requires the teacher to
would very quickly have left
some
effort,
but
a
interrupt a lesson in order to rehim with no reason to keep trygreater reward for
cord student behavior or to pass
ing. If Michael lost all the letexpending
greater
out rewards, it can interfere with
ters in the word “SURPRISE”
effort.
learning, and the teacher may be
on Monday, which is unfortutempted to abandon the system.
nately a likely scenario, there
Poorly designed systems can acwould be no incentive for him to
tually create behavior problems. For example,
continue trying on Tuesday, Wednesday,
in some systems that focus on negative beThursday or Friday, because he would have
havior, when a student is caught misbehaving
already lost the possibility of earning the rethe teacher directs the student to give back a
ward. A suggested improvement to Mrs.
token or move his card, or demonstrate failure
Jones’ system was to allow Michael to earn
in some other public way. When this happens,
the letters to attain the reward, rather than
many students will express their embarrasshaving the teacher erase letters. However,
ment by becoming increasingly oppositional.
Kelly realizes that Mrs. Jones needs to make
A child with a behavior disorder may retaliate
an additional modification. If she simply tells
by throwing tokens across the room, ripping
Michael that he will get a reward if he earns
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all the letters in the word “SURPRISE” by
Friday, it is quite possible that he will have
earned all the letters by Wednesday, and still
not need to try on Thursday or Friday. Kelly
suggests an easy solution. By removing the
arbitrary time limit, Michael will always have
a reason to keep trying. For example, Mrs.
Jones can design the system so that Michael
receives the reward as soon as he has earned
all the letters, whenever that occurs, and then
have him immediately begin working towards
his next reward.

The best systems allow a child to earn
a small reward for expending some effort, but
a greater reward for expending greater effort.
Mrs. Jones agrees to the suggested modifications, which means Michael could earn a
small surprise very quickly if he tries hard.
Such an incremental system, where the child
receives some reward for some effort, and
greater reward for greater effort, can more
effectively motivate the child to exhibit consistent effort.

Figure 1: Incentive Systems

I
N
C
E
N
T
I
V
E
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Incentive or Instruction?
Does the child need an incentive, instructional assistance, or
both?
Not Negative!
Does the incentive system focus on the child’s positive behavior?
Criterion:
Does the criterion shape the desired response?
Easy?
Is the system easy to understand and implement?
Never leave a child with nothing left to work for!
Is the system designed so the child always has a reason to
keep trying?
Time:
Is the amount of time the child must work to receive the reward realistic for the child’s developmental level?
Individualized Incentive:
Is the incentive offered something that this child finds motivating?
Verbal feedback:
Provide verbal feedback to develop the child’s self-discipline.
Evaluate:
If the system is not effective, re-evaluate. Have you followed
all eight guidelines?

T = Time
shorter time period increases the probability
Is the amount of time the child must
that Michael will be successful.
work to receive the reward realistic for the
However, Mrs. Jones is concerned bechild’s developmental level?
cause, while she will do whatever is necesChildren’s sense of time differs from
sary to help Michael succeed, she does not
that of adults. If the child perceives the rewant him to become too dependent on freward is in the distant future, it will be a less
quent rewards. With the modifications they
effective motivator than if the child sees the
have made, Michael could earn multiple surpossibility of reward as close at hand. Chilprises each week. The two teachers agree that
dren may be given frequent points
the first time this incentive system
or tokens to show their progress
is used with Michael; it will be
towards earning the reward, but
implemented as they have just
Not all children
the reward itself should be ofdiscussed. He will receive a letter
will be equally
fered within a time period that the
at the end of each class period if
motivated by
child understands. Canter and
he has controlled his comments,
any given
Canter (1992) suggest that stuand a surprise as soon has he
incentive.
dents in kindergarten and first
earns seven letters. This will allow
grade should be able to earn their
Michael to earn his first surprise
reward the same day; those in second and
in as few as two days. To prevent Michel
third grade may be able to work towards a
from developing the expectation that he
reward for two days to a week; students in
should receive these frequent rewards forever,
fourth through sixth grade should be able to
when Mrs. Jones introduces the system to
work for one week, and students in grades
Michael, she will explain that these are the
seven through twelve can work for up to two
rules for the first surprise. After he has earned
weeks for a reward. However, children within
the first surprise, they will sit down and reany given grade may differ in their maturity
negotiate. They may decide to use the same
levels. Usually the least mature students in
rules to earn a second surprise. However, Mithe class are the ones who need the incentive
chael needs to understand that over time he
system the most. When deciding how long to
will be expected to work for longer periods of
ask students to work for a reward, it is importime before receiving a reward.
tant to consider the developmental level of the
least mature students in the group.
I = Individualized Incentive
Mrs. Jones expected Michael to work
Is the incentive you have selected
for a week to earn his surprise. Michael is a
something that will motivate this child?
third grade student, but one of the less mature
If the incentive system is going to
students in the class, so working for a week
work, the child must want the reward enough
may not be a realistic expectation. When
to work hard for it. Just because the child’s
Kelly and Mrs. Jones modified the system so
teacher or parent thinks a particular item or
Michael could receive a surprise as soon as he
activity should be rewarding, does not mean
accumulated seven letters, they made it possithe child will perceive it as rewarding (Downble for him to earn a reward in two days. The
ing, 1990; Downing, Moran, Myles & Orms-
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bee, 1991; Shea & Bauer, 1987; Smith &
receiving a small reward quickly, or saving
Rivera, 1993).
for a larger reward later, he could develop the
Mrs. Jones meant well, but Michael might not
ability to delay gratification.
believe that receiving a pencil or an eraser
For the first surprise, Mrs. Jones dewas worth the effort involved in making sigcides to simply discuss with Michael what he
nificant changes in his behavior.
thinks might be an appropriate reward. HowChildren differ, and not all children
ever, she tells Kelly that if this system works
will be equally motivated by any given incenwith Michael, she might consider expanding
tive. The list of potential rewards is almost
it to other struggling students in her class. If
limitless, and can include material items such
that happened, she thinks she would switch to
as food, trinkets, school supplies, or art supa reward menu, because offering choices
plies. Privileges and social rewards such as
would be more effective with a group of chilextra recess, choice of assignment, using predren who might be best motivated by a variferred art materials, being line leader, getting
ety of incentives.
a preferred parking permit or positive note
home can be extremely effective. The rewards
V = Verbal Feedback
can also include providing attention or offerWhen the child receives reinforcement,
ing bonus points to improve a grade. To make
do you pair it with verbal feedback that helps
sure that the incentive offered is something
the child develop self-discipline?
that will motivate Michael, Kelly and Mrs.
Whenever incentives are used, they
Jones discuss several options.
should be paired with social
First, they look at the function of
reinforcement, such as a smile,
Whenever
incentives
his current behavior. When Mia ‘thumbs-up’ gesture, a pat on
are
used,
they
chael blurts out in class he gains
the back, or verbal praise. Pairshould be paired
the attention of his classmates
ing social reinforcement with
with
social
and teacher. Therefore, it is imincentives develops the stureinforcement.
portant for Michael to receive
dent’s ability to maintain the
similar recognition when he
desired behavior after the inraises his hand and waits for
centive system ends (Walker &
permission before speaking.
Shea, 1999). Mrs. Jones plans to give Michel
Kelly and Mrs. Jones also discuss
plenty of positive feedback.
ways to identify additional incentives. They
Kelly tells Mrs. Jones that the “V” in
can watch what Michael does during free
the mnemonic helps her remember that some
time, and use those items and activities as rekinds of praise are more effective at helping a
wards. They can ask him what he would like
student progress from needing external conto earn, or use an interest inventory to identify
trols to developing an internal locus of conpotential rewards. A third option is to offer
trol. Several researchers have demonstrated
choices for rewards, such as letting him spend
that achievement increases when students atreward points on items from a classroom
tribute success or failure to their own effort
store, or select from a list of choices on a re(Brophy, 1981; Marzano et al., 2001). Howward menu. Kelly shares with Mrs. Jones the
ever, not all students realize that the effort
reward menu she uses in her classroom. She
they put into a task directly affects their sucsuggests that by giving Michael the choice of
cess, and instead attribute failure to their own
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lack of ability, bad luck, or other people, such
the plan. They know that, if they evaluate and
as unfair teachers (Marzano et al., 2001).
adhere to these research-based guidelines, the
When Michael does well, it will be important
system they design will help Michael achieve
for Mrs. Jones to make explicit the role his
success in the inclusive classroom setting.
own effort had on his success. When he begins to attribute success to his personal effort,
Final Thoughts
research suggests that his
Collaboration and consultation
achievement will increase (Marare important aspects of the spezano et al., 2001).
Incentive
cial educator’s role. As students
It is important to
systems are supposed to be temwith disabilities spend increasing
start small and let
porary interventions designed to
amounts of time in inclusive
the child experihelp motivate students. Mrs.
general education classrooms,
ence initial success.
Jones will help Michael move
the need for collaboration inbeyond the need for an incentive
creases. Using the mnemonic to
system by providing thoughtful verbal feedcritique an incentive system is an easy way
back to him along with the earned reward.
for special educators to assure that interventions are well designed. The mnemonic also
E = Evaluate
provides a useful tool when consulting with
If the system is not effective, reparents and teachers. By sharing the mneevaluate the eight guidelines for effective inmonic guidelines, special educators can help
centive systems.
others learn how to create effective incentive
A well-designed incentive system will
systems.
be effective. If the system is not working, the
problem is usually with one of the eight facReferences
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